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a b s t r a c t
A good biocompatibility, excellent mechanical properties and high corrosion resistance characterize
CoCrMo alloys. Therefore they are widely used for artificial joints in biomedical implants. However, the
degradation of the implants during service life leads to the release into the body of toxic ions and wear
particles. This continuous degradation is of concern for long-term stability of the implants. Published
literature has highlighted the relevance of lubrication as well as metallurgical and contact mechanical
factors on the degradation of CoCrMo implant alloys. Recent experimental investigations have proposed
tribocorrosion, i.e., the interplay of mechanical wear and corrosion by the body fluids, as one of the
crucial degradation mechanism of implants. Tribocorrosion is sub-discipline of tribology and corrosion
that recently made significant progresses in mechanistic understanding and modelling. The present
work aims at evaluating published results on the degradation of CoCrMo alloys using existing
tribocorrosion concepts. Results show that wear accelerated corrosion due to mechanical removal of
the passive film during sliding is a major contribution to the overall degradation. Further, a transition
from low (10!6 N/mm3 m) to high (10!4 N/mm3 m) wear coefficients was found at a threshold
electrode potential close to 0.2 VSHE These findings clearly show that electrochemical phenomena play
a key role on the tribological behaviour of biomedical CoCrMo alloy implants.
& 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Detachment of wear particles is one of the main problems
associated to total hip replacements. Wear debris, especially
UHMWPE particulates from Metal-on-Polymer (MoP) joints,
may cause aseptic loosening [1]. In order to overcome or mini-
mize this problem alternative bearings such as Metal-on-Metal
(MoM) prostheses, including CoCrMo components, have been
developed. Second generation MoM bearings were introduced in
the early 1990s and were manufactured with improved proper-
ties, mainly better clearance [2]. This led to better lubrication
compared to first generation MoM articulations [3] and to 10-year
survival rates generally exceeding 90%. However, material release
from CoCrMo implants has been reported. For example, increasing
concentrations of Co and Cr were found in blood, in serum and in
urine of as well as nano-wear particles in the size range of 6 to
834 nm were found postoperatively in patients having CoCrMo
MoM prostheses [4–6]. Such findings raise concerns about the
long term stability of MoM implants. Indeed, wear products from
metallic implants are potentially harmful to the surrounding
tissue [5,6]. Co- and Cr-ions are considered to be toxic or even
carcinogenic and have been shown to promote inflammation and
reduced cell activity [7,8].
Therefore, even if those alloys account among the most wear
and corrosion resistant ones, there is a need for a better under-
standing and control of the factors and mechanisms controlling
material release from CoCrMo implants. Examination of retrievals
[9,10] have shown that the determining mechanisms of MoM
joint degradation are complex and depend on a variety of
interactions between mechanical, chemical, electrochemical and
physical parameters. Clear evidence of wear and corrosion has
been detected in explants [11] where metal debris was generated
by the combined effect of these two degradation mechanisms.
Abrasion and tribochemical reactions in the articulating surfaces
which modifies in-vivo wear behaviour of prostheses have also
been reported [12–14]. The degradation of metal-on-metal
(mainly CoCrMo) artificial joints has been the object of an
increasing number of scientific in-vitro investigations. Aspects
such a lubrication, clearance, wear patterns and mechanical
testing methods have been throughout analysed and reviews
are available [2,15–17]. Rieker et al. [2] studied the relationship
between clearance and linear wear rate for MoM bearings and
found that the wear rate decreased with decreasing clearance
down to a minimum value specific for a given particular design of
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the MoM articulation. Existing lubrication and wear models have
been reviewed by Mattei et al. [16] who pointed out the need for
more elaborate approaches including both phenomena and their
interaction. Affatato et al. [17] critically evaluated the current
practice of testing materials through in-vitro joint simulators.
Those authors concluded that extrapolation of short-term simu-
lator results to long-term in-vivo situations requires a solid
understanding of the basic wear mechanisms. This could be
achieved by a parametric study that, due to the large number of
parameters to be investigated, should be carried out by a number
of laboratories sharing a common test protocol.
Recently, increasing attention has been paid to possible effects
of tribocorrosion, i.e., the deterioration or modification of con-
tacting metals due to the simultaneous action of wear and
corrosion [18–22]. The pertinence of a tribocorrosion approach
to the degradation of a wide range of biomedical implants has
been recently shown by Mathew et al. [21]. Specific tribocorro-
sion issues in total joint replacement have been discussed by
Neville and Yan [23] and Mathew and Wimmer [24,25]. The
former authors concluded that the tribocorrosion research still
needs to be developed in order to answer specific questions such
as the role of protein on MoM degradation. Mathew et al. [24,25]
pointed out the lack of standardized experimental approaches to
biotribocorrosion situations despite the clear evidence of in-vivo
tribocorrosion phenomena.
Tribocorrosion is a relatively young discipline at the intersec-
tion between tribology and corrosion science that is experiencing
fast development. Dedicated experimental devices based on the
combination of electrochemical and tribological techniques have
been continuously developed and validated in the past [26–28].
Mechanistic models describing quantitatively the extent of tribo-
corrosion damage have been proposed [29–32] and reviewed
[33]. All those models highlight the interaction of load, electro-
chemical and material parameters that determine tribocorrosion
degradation. However, no attempt to apply those tribocorrosion
models to CoCrMo hip joints has been reported.
This study was initiated with the aim to compare published
data on degradation of CoCrMo contacts in simulated body fluids
with existing models of tribocorrosion in an attempt to evaluate
their pertinence for artificial hip joints and to identify short-
comings and needs for future developments. A literature search
was carried out in order to gather the necessary quantitative
information on wear of CoCrMo in simulated body fluids. In
addition to mechanical and material conditions the electro-
chemical test conditions and the corrosion response of the
investigated systems were analyzed. The existing tribocorrosion
concepts and models are briefly presented in the first section and
tentatively used to rationalize published results on wear of
CoCrMo on CoCrMo total joint replacements.
2. Tribocorrosion
2.1. Tribocorrosion mechanisms
Tribocorrosion is a material transformation or degradation due
to the combined action of wear and corrosion. Because of the
interaction of chemical and mechanical factors, tribocorrosion is
not simply the sum of corrosion and wear taken separately.
Indeed, surface films may influence the mechanical response of
contacting metals while the scraping of protective films can
significantly accelerate corrosion.
Tribocorrosion involves different degradation phenomena
(corrosion, wear accelerated corrosion and wear) depending on
duty cycle (locomotion, rest phase) and location (bearing area,
structural parts). Corrosion occurs on the whole metal surface
exposed to the corrosive fluids while wear accelerated corrosion
and mechanical wear occur only on area subject to sliding, i.e., the
joint bearing area (the head-cup contact in hip joints) in ortho-
paedic implants. The different mechanisms are schematically
illustrated in Fig. 1.
As other biomedical alloys (i.e., titanium and its alloys, stain-
less steels) CoCrMo alloys are passive, i.e., they form sponta-
neously by contact with water a thin surface oxide layer (typically
2 to 10 nm thin) that significantly slows down the corrosion rate.
Sliding against a counter body can locally remove the passive
films thus exposing highly reactive bare metal to the environment
and enhancing the corrosion rate (wear accelerated corrosion).
The loss of passivity under sliding conditions can occur as a
consequence of spalling off of the passive film or of the metal and
of plastic deformation of the metal. The exposed bare metal
repassivates usually in a short time during which however metal
can corrode. Further, sliding can result in mechanical wear
associated with the detachment and release of metal particles.
Despite the mechanical nature of this process, corrosion can
significantly affect it. For example passive films may render
metals brittle and prone to wear (Roscoe effect [34]). Corrosion
products may act as lubricant, as in the case of phosphate ions
[Garcia].
2.2. Wear accelerated corrosion of passive metals
Studies of wear accelerated corrosion of passive metals are
usually carried out by imposing a passive electrode potential to
the metal while rubbing against a counter piece. In this way, the
acceleration of corrosion can be measured by recording the
current necessary to maintain the passive potential. Details of
this technique are given elsewhere [26].
Models were already developed to describe the current gener-
ated during wear accelerated corrosion [31]. The models are based
on the Archard approach and assume that plastic deformation
occurs at the asperity junction established between the contacting
materials. The plastic deformation of the asperities implies the local
breaking down of the passive film and fresh metal reaching the
contact surface. Sliding generates new asperities junctions on the
surface entering the contact while the fresh metals created during
contact at junctions oxidizes upon exposure to the solution.
This continuous process of local depassivation/repassivation yields
Passive metal
Wear
accelerated
corrosion
Mechanical
wear 
indenter 
Corrosion 
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the degradation mechanisms of passive metals
subject to tribocorrosion.
Table 1
Values of k and b parameters in Eq. (1) as a function of contact geometry.
Case Geometry k b
A Rough metal vs. rough counter body 0.89 k0nf
0.5 0.5
B Smooth metal vs. rough counter body 1.12 k0nf
0.5 (cos a) 0.5
C Rough metal vs. rough smooth body k0/l 1
k0: probability factor, nf: number of asperities in simultaneous contact, a: average
attack angle of asperities, l: length of the smooth body in sliding direction.
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a steady state overall wear accelerated corrosion current I described
by Eq. (1).
Ir ¼ kvsQ Fn=H
! "b ð1Þ
where k is a proportionality factor, vs (m/s) is the sliding velocity,
Q (As/m2) is the passivation charge density (the anodic charge
needed to repassivate the bare metal surface), Fn the normal force
(N) and H the metal indentation hardness (Pa). The values of k and
of the exponent b vary depending on the contact geometry as
described in Table 1.
The factor k (see Table 1 for their definition) depends on
parameters such as nf (number of asperities in simultaneous
contact) that are difficult to estimate and therefore Eq. (1) can
hardly be used for quantitative predictions. Instead, this equation
permits the appraisal of the influence of electrochemical,
mechanical and material properties on wear accelerated corro-
sion. The parameter Q is related to the passivation reaction
kinetics and thus depends on the electrochemical conditions
established within the contact. In the tests under applied poten-
tial these conditions can be controlled or, at least, kept stable.
2.3. Influence of rubbing on the electrochemical conditions
Most of the tribocorrosion systems operate without an exter-
nally imposed electrode potential. In such situations a potential
difference (the so called corrosion potential Ecor or sometime
called Open Circuit Potential) spontaneously establishes between
metal and surrounding solutions depending on surface oxidation
state, solution composition, temperature, flow conditions and
others. Under rubbing conditions the passive film is locally
removed thus exposing bare metal to the solution. The Ecor of
the bare metal differs from the potential of the surrounding
passive areas since its oxidation kinetics is much higher. As a
consequence a galvanic coupling forms between passive and
depassivated zones. The Ecor of the abraded metal and thus wear
accelerated corrosion depends on this galvanic coupling.
This effect can best be visualized using the Evans diagrams
(Fig. 2) representing the evolution of the current density (reaction
rate) of the cathodic (reduction of dissolved oxygen for example)
and anodic reaction (metal oxidation) as a function the electrode
potential. In absence of rubbing Ecor (Fig. 2a) corresponds to the
intersection of the cathodic and the anodic curves. The rubbed
areas experience an increase in metal oxidation rate because the
loss of passivity. Therefore their theoretical corrosion potential is
expected to move towards more cathodic values (Ecor0 in Fig. 2b).
However, since the depassivated and still passive areas are in
electronic contact, a galvanic coupling occurs. In an ideal short
circuit condition the two areas would reach the same potential
situated in between Ecor and Ecor0. However, due to the finite ionic
resistance R of the solution a difference in potential, given by the
product of R time the current Ir, is maintained between depassi-
vated and passive areas, which attain the potentials Ea and Ec,
respectively (Fig. 2c).
Based on this approach, Vieira et al. [35] developed a simple
galvanic coupling model for describing the potential of depassi-
vated (Ea) and passive (Ec) areas created during rubbing
(Eqs. (2) and (3)).
Ec ¼ Ecorrþac!bc & log ia & Aa=Ac
! " ð2Þ
Ea ¼ Ec2RIr ð3Þ
where ac and bc are kinetics parameters of the reduction reaction
(Tafel constants), Aa and Ac are the surface areas of the depassi-
vated and passive zones, respectively and ia is the anodic current
density (wear accelerated corrosion rate) established in the worn
areas. This latter parameter can be rewritten as
ia ¼ Ir=Aa ð4Þ
where Ir is the current during rubbing. R is the solution resistance
between the anode and cathode. The first three parameters of
Eq. (2) can be extracted from independent electrochemical
experiments such as polarisation curves. Three limiting cases
can be considered when determining Aa and Ac. In one case Aa
corresponds to the wear track area when rubbing leads to
complete depassivation of the rubbing affected area. This is
typically the case of metals covered by friable passive films. In
this case Ac is the rest of the metal surface exposed to the solution
[35]. In such situations Aa and Ac can be determined with
E
log i
Ecor
M -> Mn+ + ne
Passive metal 
O2 + 2H2O + 4e -> 4OH-
log icor
Ec
R I 
Ea E
log i
log ia
E
log i
M -> Mn+ + ne
(Passive metal) 
E’cor Ecor
M -> Mn+ + ne
(Depassivated metal)
Fig. 2. Schematic Evans diagrams showing the situation of a passive metal (a) before rubbing and (b) during rubbing. The potential established in the galvanic coupled
passive and depassivated worn areas are shown in (c). Explanations are given in the text.
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reasonable precision during and at the end of the tribocorrosion
experiment. Another limiting case is when depassivated and still
passive areas coexist within the wear track. This is the case of well
adhering passive films. In this case Aa would be a fraction of the wear
track area. In case of low conductivity electrolytes galvanic coupling
occurs only at short range at the edges of the wear track. In the latter
two cases the determination of Aa and Ac is problematic. In principle Ir
can be determined from Eq. (1) provided the proportionality factor k
and the passivation charge density Q, which is itself a function of the
potential, are known. The determination of Ir is therefore complex
and requires usually dedicated experiment such as potentiostatic
tribocorrosion tests [26].
The above described theoretical approach is supported by a
large amount of experimental observations showing that the
electrode potential shifts towards lower values at the onset of
rubbing [26]. Note that in most of the laboratory test devices the
reference electrode used to measure the electrode potential is
located at a certain distance from the rubbed area (which is
usually a small fraction of the sample area). Therefore the
measured potential is thought to correspond quite closely to Ec.
Vieira et al. [35] applied the model to the tribocorrosion of
aluminium alloys (alumina antagonist). Assuming a completely
depassivated wear track (Aa) this simple model provided an
accurate description of the evolution of potential during rubbing
in NaCl solutions. However, under this assumption the model
could not be applied for NaNO3 solutions probably because
passive zones were still maintained within the wear track due
to the higher hardness of the passive film [30]. Clearly, this model
needs further validation. Nevertheless it constitutes a promising
predictive tool for evaluating the electrochemical conditions in a
tribocorrosion system.
2.4. Influence of electrochemical conditions on the mechanical
response of contacting metals
Only a limited number of studies reported the crucial role played
by the electrode potential on the mechanical and wear behaviour of
metals and ceramics in tribocorrosion conditions [36–40]. The
electrochemical conditions prevailing in the contact determine the
surface chemistry of the material (thickness and composition of the
passive layer) and may thus influence the mechanical response of
contacting metals. A striking example of that is given by the results
obtained by Stojadinovic et al. [41] while investigating the tribocor-
rosion response of Ruthenium in sulphuric acid as a function
of potential. They observed sharp wear transitions of one order
magnitude on narrow ranges of potential depending on the stability
domains of different types of Ruthenium oxide. Note, that in this case
the contribution of wear accelerated corrosion on overall degradation
was found negligible.
A series of papers [38,39,42] investigated the subsurface
deformation of austenitic stainless steels rubbing against alumina
in sulphuric acid. Those authors observed the rapid development
of a nanocrystalline layer right below the wearing surface. i.e., a
structure very close to the one found by Bu¨scher et al. [12] on
CoCrMo explanted hip joints. The results on stainless steel clearly
indicated that passive potentials generate larger subsurface
deformation and mechanical wear compared to cathodic poten-
tials where no surface films form. This effect was attributed to the
passive film interfering with the generation and elimination of
dislocations. However, these effects need further elucidation and
validation on different systems in order to be included in
tribocorrosion models [33]. For the time being predictions of
mechanical wear are based essentially on Archard’s law [32,43]
that does not consider electrochemical effects.
3. Literature review
3.1. Strategy for literature search
The literature search has been carried out by using the
keywords ‘‘Tribocorrosion’’, ‘‘wear’’ and ‘‘CoCrMo’’ from 2000 in
the following data bases: ISI web of knowledge, Electrochemical
Society (ECS), Medline and Science Direct. The results have been
presented in two different tables according to the experimental
set-up involved, biomedical simulators (Table 2) and laboratory
tribometers (Table 3). For this only papers providing results
obtained under well defined conditions, essentially on hip joint
simulators or tribometers, were considered. Laboratory tests such
as fretting and micro-abrasion were disregarded because they
imply tribological situations not directly applicable to artificial
hip joints. Indeed only sliding conditions established in hip joint
simulators or in tribometers were considered.
3.2. Simulators
Simulators are devices intended to test components of similar
geometry and size as the actual implants. The contact in simula-
tors involves concave/convex contacts between the femoral head
and the acetabular cup. The forces and displacements imposed
during a single cycle are variable and are supposed to mimic the
real complex conditions of a joint, which are for example
described by Paul [44] and Johnston [45]. The motion is typically
a sinusoidal multiaxial rocking motion intended to reproduce
flexion/extension, abduction/adduction and rotation of real joints
during a walking step. The load varies typically from few hundred
Newton up to 3400 N during a gait cycle. The number of loading
cycles varies typically from 3 up to 10 Mcycles at frequencies of
1 or 1.13 Hz. Table 2 summarizes the key features of published
papers on the characterisation of metal on metal CoCrMo artificial
hip joints using simulators [12,46–58]. Among the authors, only
Yan [49] measured the evolution of open circuit potential during a
simulator test. In both sodium chloride and bovine serum solution
sliding corresponded to a shift from a initial OCP of approximately
!0.05 VSSE toward more cathodic values around !0.2 VSSE. This
behaviour is usually considered as indicative of local depassiva-
tion causing galvanic coupling between passive metal areas and
areas where the passive film was removed by friction.
For comparison purposes the average pressure, sliding velocity
and wear coefficient were extracted, whenever possible, from the
reported data. The average Hertzian pressure was calculated
using the approximate formulae for convex/concave elliptical
contacts found in literature [59]. The input parameters were the
load (taken as the mean value between the maximum and the
minimum value attained during a cycle), the radius of the femoral
head, the clearance between femoral head and acetabular cup and
the elastic properties of the CoCrMo alloy (elastic modulus
E¼248 GPa, Poisson module 0.3). The extracted average Hertzian
contact pressure varied between 14 and 60 MPa. The average
velocity was calculated by considering the maximum angular
motion amplitude, the radius of the component and the oscilla-
tion frequency. The wear coefficient, characterising the metal
volume removed by unit slid length and by unit applied load, was
calculated by diving the wear volume reported in the paper by the
mean normal force and by the product of sliding velocity, number
of cycles and the inverse of the oscillation frequency. The
obtained values are very low (from 10!9 up to 10!7 mm3/N m)
although scattering is very large as it ranges over two orders of
magnitudes. This scattering reflects the diversity of the experi-
mental conditions as well as the occurrence of wear transitions
during tests.
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Table 2
Investigations on CoCrMo alloys using hip joints simulators.
Ref. Femoral head Acetabular cup Diameter
(r clearance) [mm]
Solutiona) Loadb) [N] Calc. avg
pressurec) [MPa]
Avg speedd)
[mm/s]
Duration [Mcycles]
(Frequency)
Wear coefficient
[mm3/N/m]
2010 Kretzer Cast, HC self mated 47 (0.0972) S (EDTA, NaN3) 300–3000 37 17 3 (1 Hz) 1&10!9 min
47 (0.0539) 25 7.4&10!8 max
2009 Leslie ASTM F75, HC self mated 39 (0.063) BS, (NaN3) 280–3000 35 15 10 (1 Hz) 1.6&10!8
55 (0.053) 20 18 7&10!9
2009 Bowsher ASTM F75, Cast, HC self mated 60 (0.118) BCS (EDTA ) 200–2200 27 5
2009 Yan self mated 36 (?) NaCl, BS 300–2000 16
2006 Unsworth self mated 28 (0.04) BS, CMC 100–2000 35 5 9.5&10!8
2006 Brockett self mated 28 (0.029) Water, 25% CS (0.1% NaN3),
100% BS
25–2000 28 12
2005 Rieker ISO 5832-12, wrought,
forged, HC
self mated 38 (0.049) 33% CS in R 0?–3000 30 14 5
38 (0.139) 60 14
50 (0.072) 27 19
50 (0.132) 40 19
54 (0.033) 14 20
56 (0.119) 32 21
2004 Fisher ASTMF-1537-94, Wrought, LC ASTMF-1537-94, Wrought, HC (0.03) 25% BS (NaN3) 0?–3000 5 (1 Hz)
2004 Bu¨scher ISO 5832-12 Wrougth, LC self mated SF max 2000 o50 o200
2004 Catelas ASTM F75, Cast self mated 28 (0.031) 95% BCS (antibiotics, EDTA) 3400 peak 35 3 (1.13 Hz)
2003 St. John ASTM F1537, HC self mated 28 (0.044) BCS (EDTA) 3000 42 2.5 (1 Hz) 4&10!9
2003 Catelas ASTM F1537, Wrought,
HC and LC, ASTM F75-92, Cast
self mated 28 (0.018) 95% BCS (antibiotics, EDTA) 3400 24 3 (1.13 Hz) 8&10!9
28 (0.031) 34 4&10!8
2001 Firkins ASTM F1537,
Wrought, LC
ASTM F1537, Wrought, HC 28 (0.030) 25% BS (NaN3) 3000 33 5 (1 Hz) 4.4&10!8
1.1&10!7
2000 Scholes Self mated 28 (0.040) BS, CMC 100–2000 35 7
a Solution: S Serum; BS Bovine Serum, BCS Bovine Calf Serum, CS Calf Serum, CMC Carboxyl-Methyl-Cellulose, R Ringer’s solution, SF Synovial Fluid.
b In absence of indication the minimum force was assumed to be 0.
c Pressure was calculated assuming a force corresponding to the mean value between maximum and minimum reported force.
d Estimated assuming a constant speed during a cycle.
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Table 3
Investigations on CoCrMo alloys using tribometers.
Ref. CoCrMo alloy Counter part
(Diameter) [mm]
Motion contact
geometry
Solutiona) Load [N]
(Avg press) [MPa]
Avg speed
[mm/s]
(Duration) [s]
Electrochem.
control
Friction
range
Wear
coefficient
[mm3/Nm]
2011 Igual ASTM153HC, LC Al2O3 ball (6) Reciprocating Ball on plate NaCl, NaClþBSA PBS, PBSþBSA 1.2 (550) 10 (3,600) Applied
potential
0.4–1 1.8&10!5
5.6&10!5
2011 Casaban ASTM F75, HC Al2O3 ball (6) Unidirectional Ball on plate NaCl, BS 5 (886) 20 (3,600) Applied
potential
1.4&10!6
8.3&10!5
2010 Santos ASTM 1537 Al2O3 ball Reciprocating Ball on plate PBS 15 10 (7,230) Potential sweep 0.15–0.3
2010 Casaban ASTM F75, HC Al2O3 ball (6) Unidirectional Ball on plate NaCl, BS 5 (886) 20 (3,600) Applied
potential
3.3&10!6
8.3&10!6
2008 Mishina CoCrMo CoCrMo flat
pin (4)
Unidirectional Flat on plate PBS, PBSþBSA 30 (2.4) 52 (86,400) 0.03–0.2
2007 Chiba ASTM F75 HC,
Forged LC
Self mated,
flat pin (6)
Undirectional Flat on plate Hanks 9.8 (3.12) 20 (60,4800) 0.6 1.2&10!6
3.0&10!6
2007 Yan 1 HC, LC SiN ball (12) Reciprocating ball on plate NaCl, CS 80 (1300) 20 (15,000) Applied
potential
0.15–0.8 4.2&10!7
2.9&10!6
2007 Yan 2 HC, LC SiN ball (12) Reciprocating Ball on plate NaCl, DMEM 80 (1300) 20 (15,000) Applied
potential
0.2–0.8 1.7&10!6
4.1&10!6
2007 Iwabuchi CoCrMo Al2O3 ball (6) Reciprocating
Ball on plate
Hanks, H2O,
Na2SO4
11 (1152) 20 (5,400) OCP 0.05–0.3 2&10!6
2007 Mitchell ASTM F75 Si3N4 AFM tip,
(100 nm)
Tip on plate Repeated
scratching
air 50RH 2&10!9 (900) to
75&10!9 (3700)
0.02 (900)
2006 Yan 1 HC, LC SiN ball (12) Reciprocating Ball on plate BS, NaCl, DMEM 80 (1300) Applied
potential
0.15–0.8 2&10!6
6&10!6
2006 Yan 2 HC, LC SiN ball (12) Reciprocating Ball on plate BS, NaCl, DMEM 80 (1300) 20 (max)
(15,000)
Applied
potential
0.2–0.8 2&10!6
6&10!6
2006 Yan 3 HC, LC SiN ball (12) Reciprocating Ball on plate BS 80 (1300) 20 OCP 0.15–
0.25
2&10!6
6&10!6
2006 Varano ASTM F1537 LC,
HC,
ASTM F75
Self mated pin
(200)
Reciprocating Ball on plate BCSþEDTAþ
Fungizoneþ
Streptomycin
9.81 (97) 26 (86,4000) 9&10!7
5.5&10!6
2005 Spriano CoCrMo Al2O3 ball (6) Unidirectional Ball on plate BS (NaN3) 5 (865) or 7 (1150) 100 0.18–
0.23
0.7& 10!4
8&10!4
2004 Bu¨scher Forged CoCrMo Self mated
pin (32)
Unidirectional Ball on plate Distilled water 5 (370) 100 – –
2003 St. John ASTM F1537 Self mated
pin (32)
Reciprocating Ball on plate BCS (EDTA) 5.89 (165) 30 – –
2003 Bu¨scher Forged CoCrMo Self mated
pin (32)
Unidirectional Ball on plate R, distilled water 5 (370) 100 – –
2001 Scholes ASTM F1537, F799,
HC and LC,
wrought
Self mated,
flat pin (5)
Reciprocating with/without
rotation
Flat on plate
BS (NaN3) 40 (2) 50 1&10!6
6&10!6
2001 Wimmer ISO5832 HC
wrought
2 Self mated pins
(14)
Reciprocating biaxial rotation Concave
pin on ball
CSþantibioticsþtris-hydroxy-
methylamine
750 (20) 29.3 – 0.1 2&10!7
a Solution: BSA Bovine Serum Albumin, S Serum; BS Bovine Serum, BCS Bovine Calf Serum, CS Calf Serum, DMEM, R Ringer’s solution.
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The investigated materials were cast (ASTM F75) or wrought
(ASTM F1537 or ISO 5832-12) CoCrMo alloys with 28% Cr and 6%
Mo. Two classes of alloys were also considered according to the
carbon content: low carbon alloys (C content o0.05%) and high
carbon alloys (C content 40.15). The low carbon alloys (LC)
present a homogeneous structure while the high carbon alloys
(HC) are characterised by carbides precipitation [60–62] which
function is to increase mechanical strength and, to a lesser extent,
hardness. Most of the contacts were self mated except in two
cases where a combination of low carbon (femoral head) and high
carbon (acetabular cup) wrought alloys was used [53,57].
All authors used bovine serum based solutions as lubricant in
their tests. With approximately 40 components [63] bovine
serum is a very complex liquid with a broad reactivity spectrum.
It is seldom used without additions of biocides (such as sodium
azide NaN3) and complexing agents (such as EDTA) to avoid metal
precipitation [46–48,51,53–57]. Moreover, it can be used at
different dilutions in water [51] or Ringer’s solutions [52]
depending on laboratory. All these differences are likely to
influence the rheological, chemical and frictional properties of
the lubricant and thus render difficult the comparison of results
obtained by different laboratories. Some authors used alternative
lubricants. Unsworth [50] and Scholes [58] used carboxyl-methyl-
cellulose (CMC) to avoid chemical reactivity of bovine serum and
reproducing the viscosity of synovial fluids. Comparison with
bovine serum solutions showed that CMC increases friction in
case of metal-on-metal couples but reduces it in self mated
ceramic joints as well as in case of metal on polymer contacts
[50,58]. Brockett [51] compared the frictional properties of water
with different concentrations in bovine serum and found that
friction decreases with increasing serum concentration. This
effect was attributed to solid phase lubrication by surface pro-
teins and/or by hydrodynamic effects. Yan [61] investigated
material release and friction of CoCrMo self mated contact in a
simple NaCl solution and in bovine serum. It was found that
bovine serum provides lower friction but higher material release
rate. This result suggests that mechanical effects alone cannot
account for material deterioration processes that are likely also
influenced by chemical effects. Indeed, Bu¨scher reported the
formation on the sliding surfaces of carbonaceous biofilms similar
to those observed in implants after clinical use [12].
Surprisingly lubricant temperature was seldom reported
despite its relevance for viscosity and chemical reactivity. Kretzer
[46], Rieker [52] and Bu¨scher [12] maintained a lubricant tem-
perature of 37 1C while Bowsher [48] limited it at around 30 1C.
Note however, that temperature can increase in the contact due
to frictional heating.
Most of the authors [2,46–48,53,54,56,57] measure the mate-
rial loss at regular intervals during sliding test. They all reported
an initial running in period where most of the wear occurred
followed by a steady state with little or no increase in wear. For
example Rieker [2] reported a cumulative linear wear of 13.3 mm
in the first 0.5 Mcycles and of 14.0 mm at the end of the test at
5 Mcycles. The transition between run-in and steady state varied
significantly depending on reports: value as low as 0.25 Mcycles
[48] and as high as 4 Mcycles [52] were reported. Clearly the
judgement of wear severity through wear rates must take into
account this run-in effect, and in particular the relation between
run-in and test duration. Tests lasting for longer time intervals
than the run-in period will appear less severe than test stopped
during of just after run-in. On the other hand, different conclu-
sions on the effect of a certain parameter can be drawn depending
on the number of cycles considered: for example in Rieker’s study
[2] when taking a short number of cycles clearance appears to
promote wear while it has no significant effect after longer
periods. Further, if one considers wear severity (wear coefficient
or linear wear per cycle) instead of cumulative wear the effect of
test duration becomes even more relevant with differences of one
order of magnitude depending on considered number of cycles.
This example shows that the occurrence of transitions cannot be
neglected when analysing wear data, in particular in the case of
simulator results.
3.3. Tribometers
Tribometers are used for accelerated material evaluation using
simpler geometries, such as ball on plate or pin on plate, that are
more easily manufactured than simulator components. They
usually operate under simple mechanical conditions involving
constant loads and unidirectional sliding movements. The lubri-
cants palette used in tribometers is wider than in simulators and
ranges from simple saline solutions with or without addition of
organic molecules to more complex body fluids including bovine
serum or synovial fluids. In research work the tribometers are
often coupled with electrochemical set-up that allow monitoring
the corrosion response to friction.
Results from published literature on tribocorrosion tests on
CoCrMo biomedical alloys are summarized in Table 3 [12,18–20,
55,61,64–77]. Papers [78,79] dealing with soft materials (for
example UHMWPE) were not included in the table as they did
not brought insights into damage of CoCrMo. Table 3 is char-
acterized by a much larger variability of investigated CoCrMo
alloys and test conditions compared to simulator investigations
(Table 2). Sample preparation for tribometers is much easier than
in the case of simulators using industrial components. This
facilitates testing not only a wider range of material compositions
but also of microstructures resulting for example from different
heat treatments. The flexibility in contact geometry proper to
tribometers allows working under a wide spectrum of initial
contact pressures, ranging from 2 up to 1300 MPa, and using
different counter materials (typically ceramic materials). The
investigated lubricants include bovine serum as well a variety of
body simulating fluids (water, sodium chloride solutions, PBS
phosphate buffered solutions, Hank’s solutions) with or without
addition of proteins. Most of the authors impose a temperature of
37 1C. The type of motion is essentially limited to reciprocating or
unidirectional sliding and the sliding velocities are comprised
between 10 and 100 mm/s. Test duration is generally shorter than
in simulators and typically does not last longer than few hours.
Nearly half of the papers listed in Table 3 reported the use of
electrochemical techniques to control or to monitor the corrosion
conditions of the contact. The most widely used technique is the
potentiostatic one where the electrode potential of the investi-
gated metal is imposed through a three-electrode set-up con-
nected to a potentiostat. This set-up allows also the monitoring of
the current and thus, under appropriate conditions, of the corro-
sion rate. However, the proper interpretation of the current
response requires the use of inert counterpart such as silicon
nitride or alumina.
In most cases a ball (or hemispherical pin) on flat contact
configuration is used to avoid alignment problems that in flat on
flat contacts may cause non uniform pressure distributions inside
the contact. The disadvantage of ball on flat contacts is that their
geometry changes with the progress of wear usually resulting in a
decreased pressure. Table 3 lists also the wear coefficients
extracted from the published data (in case of multiple results
the maximum and minimum values are indicated). The observed
wear coefficients vary typically between 10!5 and 10!7 mm3/Nm.
Only Spriano [71] reported wear coefficients in the order of
10!4 mm3/N m. In all cases except one the wear is measured at
the end of the test. Chiba [67], by monitoring wear at regular
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intervals in the curse of experiment, identified in special cases
wear transitions similar to the one observed in simulators.
4. Discussion
4.1. Comparison simulators vs. tribometers
Electrochemical measurements combined with tribological
tests are essential in order to appraise wear–corrosion interac-
tions. Such a combination is widely found in studies carried out
using tribometers but not, except one paper [49], in simulators.
Simulators better represent the in-vivo conditions of implants
while tribometers are better suited for accelerated tests under
usually more severe mechanical loading. Extrapolation of electro-
chemical results from tribometers to simulators requires there-
fore a critical comparison of the tests conditions.
Sliding velocity is an essential factor controlling fluid lubrica-
tion. The frequency determines the latency time and thus the
extent of metal oxidation (or any other surface reaction) between
two successive strokes. Changes in sliding direction may exacer-
bate wear [73]. Tables 2 and 3 reveal that the ranges of velocity
used in tribometers (10 to 100 mm/s) and simulators (20 to
50 mm/s) largely overlap. Also the typical frequencies used in
both types of tests are very close to 1 Hz, corresponding to the
typical gait frequency [16]. Differences between simulators and
tribometers appear in the directionality of motion. The simulators
operate in multidirectional mode simulating the natural joint
movement while most of the tribometers operate in unidirec-
tional motion [12,19,65–67,71,72]. Multi-directional motion is
applied only in three tribometers [73,74]. Scholes et al. [73] found
that superposing a rotational movement to the pin in a self mated
sliding pin on plate configuration affected significantly the wear
of CoCrMo of low carbon content but not the one of high carbon
content alloys. The effect of motion’s multi-directionality on wear
is not well understood and seems to depend on the specific test
conditions.
While applied velocities and frequencies do not vary signifi-
cantly between tribometers and simulators the variety of
mechanical loading is much larger. Most of the tribometer studies
make use of a ball on plate configuration yielding larger contact
pressures than the concave-convex contacts used in simulators.
Indeed, in tribometers average contact pressures range from few
MPa (flat on flat configurations) to 1300 MPa (ball on flat config-
urations) while simulators are usually operated in a much
narrower range (typically 20 MPa) reflecting the mechanical
conditions established in the implant. The wear coefficients were
plotted in Fig. 3 as s function of contact pressure (data from
Tables 2 to 3).
The analysis of the data obtained through tribometers plotted
in Fig. 3 can lead to two different conclusions. Simply considering
all data, the figure indicates that tribometer wear coefficients are
independent on initial contact pressure. This is an unexpected
observation since highly loaded contacts are expected to wear
more. Only one tribometer [74] allowed achieving the low wear
coefficients obtained in simulators. This one has a particular
concave/convex geometry and multi-directional motion while
the other tribometers use ball on flat or flat on flat contacts and
uni-directional sliding. It is not clear whenever the low wear
coefficients are a result of loading, motion type or a combination
of both. Another conclusion can be drawn when considering the
fact that the lowest pressures plotted in Fig. 3 were obtained
through nominal flat on flat configurations. However, in absence
of perfect alignment between the two surfaces, a hardly achiev-
able condition in practice, the contact of flat surfaces can become
non conformal thus yielding much larger contact pressures than
the ratio between the applied load and the nominal contact area.
The published papers (Table 3) do not describe alignment proce-
dures or mention the quality of alignment. It is therefore difficult
to draw conclusions on the real pressure established in the flat on
flat tribometer contacts considered in Fig. 3. Neglecting those
results, Fig. 3 leads to the conclusion that the wear coefficient
increases with contact pressure independently on whether
the results were obtained on a simulator or on a tribometer.
Measuring tribometer wear coefficients at different well defined
contact pressures down to the simulator level could confirm this
hypothesis.
As a matter of fact tribometers yield more severe wear coeffi-
cients than simulators. Several reasons may explain this. First,
pressures exceeding the elastic limit of the CoCrMo alloy (517 to
827MPa according to ISO 5832-12) yield generalized plastic defor-
mation and therefore the risk of low cycle contact fatigue and severe
wear. On the other hand low contact pressures favour hydrodynamic
lubrication. Dowson [81] calculated the minimal fluid film thickness
established in simulator contact using the Hamrock–Dowson rela-
tionship for elasto-hydrodynamics [80] given in Eq. (5).
hm ¼ 2:80 Uh=E0R0
! "0:65
Fn=E
0R02
# $!0:21
R0 ð5Þ
where U is the velocity, Fn the applied normal force, Z the dynamic
viscosity. E0 is the effective elastic modulus and is defined as
2/E0¼(1–n1)/E1þ(1–n2)/E2 where n and E are the Poisson ratio and
the elastic moduli of the two antagonists 1 and 2. R0 is the reduced
radius of curvature according to 1/R0¼1/r1þ1/r2 where r1 and r2 are
the radius of curvature of the two antagonist in the liquid entrain-
ment direction. By comparing steady state wear rates from indepen-
dent simulator experiments and corresponding calculated elasto-
hydrodynamic film thicknesses Dowson [81] concluded that very
low wear rates (corresponding to wear coefficients in the range of
10!9 mm3/Nm) are achieved when the film thickness exceeds 15–
20 nm. Below this threshold the wear rate increases rapidly (2
orders of magnitudes when decreasing film thickness form 15 to
5 nm). Eq. (5) can be applied to metal on metal bearings [81] as well
as to ball on plate contacts [82]. In the latter case R0 corresponds to
the ball radius. In order to compare fluid film lubrication in
simulators and in tribometers, Eq. (5) was applied to the present
data set (Table 3) to determine the theoretical minimum film
thickness hm established in the ball on flat tribometer contacts.
Fig. 3. The wear coefficients of the data from Tables 2 and 3 are plotted as a
function of the average Hertzian contact pressure. Different symbols are used
depending on experimental set-up.
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Eq. (5) yields for most of the tribometers fluid films with minimum
thicknesses ranging form 0.2 to 0.4 nm, i.e., values corresponding to
one or two monolayers of water. Considering typical Ra roughness
values of 10 nm, such thin films cannot provide efficient load
carrying properties as thicker hydrodynamic films found on simula-
tors. Therefore tribometer contacts with ball on flat configuration are
expected to operate mainly under boundary lubrication only and
thus to suffer of wear. In simulators, which run depending on gait
phase under mixed or elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication [80,81], only
asperities not separated by the hydrodynamic film experience
boundary lubricated wear as in the case of tribometer contacts and
therefore material loss is smaller.
These explanations need of course to be substantiated by
dedicated experiments performed under well-controlled loading
and lubrication conditions and by the development of an appro-
priate formalism describing wear and lubrication in the mixed
lubrication regime. This could have a significant impact in the
study of tribocorrosion of CoCrMo alloys, as it would allow
extrapolating tribometers results obtained under well-defined
conditions to more realistic simulators and eventually to in-vivo
conditions.
4.2. Effect of potential on wear
Electrochemical conditions are known to critically affect the
tribocorrosion behaviour of metals [83]. The prevailing electrode
potential (i.e., the difference in electric potential between the
metal and the surrounding solution) can trigger different tribo-
corrosion mechanisms. The passivity of metals, which is achieved
within a well defined potential domain only, may decisively affect
the surface mechanical behaviour of the underlying metal and
promote severe wear accelerated corrosion. At sufficiently low
potentials, reduction of water or hydronium ions may cause
hydrogen embrittlement in metals such as titanium or high
strength steels.
Several studies conducted using tribometers working either
under constant applied potential (potentiostatic tests [26]) or at
open circuit potential (OCP tests [26]) with simultaneous recording
of its value are available. Simulators were never run under
controlled electrochemical conditions with the exception of Yan
[49] who measured the evolution of the potential of a CoCrMo
implant during a simulator test at open circuit. The wear coeffi-
cients collected through these works were plotted in Fig. 4 as a
function of the applied potential or the average OCP measured
during sliding at open circuit.
This figure clearly shows that the potential plays a crucial role
on wear and this independently on the way the potential is
established (open circuit or potentiostatic tests). Three domains
can be identified in Fig. 4. For electrode potentials below approxi-
mately !0.2 VSHE (standard hydrogen electrode) low wear coeffi-
cients (10!6 to 5&10!6 mm3/N m) are observed. At potentials
above approximately 0.3 V the wear coefficients are one order of
magnitude larger (approximately 5&10!5 mm3/N m). At inter-
mediate electrode potentials (between !0.2 and 0.3 V) the
transition between low wear and high wear is characterised by
significant scattering determined by the nature of the solution
[19,20,22], the type of alloy [20] and its heat treatment [19].
The low wear to high wear transition potential visible in Fig. 4
(0–0.3 V corresponds well with the threshold potential of 0.15 V
[84] at which passive film thickening accelerates significantly.
Recently, Espallargas et al. [85] investigated the corrosion and
tribocorrosion behaviour of a pulse plasma nitrided biomedical
CoCrMo alloy. They observed that CoCrMo samples containing
nitrogen in solid solution exhibit neither a passive behaviour nor
a potential dependent transition to high wear. These observations
indicate that the potential dependent wear transition is related to
the passive state of the metal. The wear promoting effect of
passive films can be ascribed to two factors: first passive films are
known to render metal surfaces more prone to mechanical wear
[38,86]. Second, passive metals are subjected to wear accelerated
corrosion due to the continuous cyclic removal and regrowth of
the oxide film. This effect is expected to be more pronounced in
case of thicker films. Passive film formation occurs only at
sufficient high potentials (i.e., above the passivation potential)
by reaction of the metal with water without implication of other
species. This can explain the insensitivity of wear rates at the
extremes of Fig. 4 to the specific nature of the electrolyte.
The strong dependence of wear on electrochemical conditions
is of relevance for the implant practice as implant degradation
rate may change up to one order of magnitude depending on
electrode potential. The control of the electrochemical conditions
in which implants operate is therefore essential and as relevant as
mechanical loading.
4.3. Electrode potential of CoCrMo contacts
The open circuit potential of a metallic implant depends on the
kinetics of the prevailing reduction and oxidation electrochemical
reactions taking place on the metal surface. These in turn depend
on a variety of experimental parameters including material’s
composition and structure, strain state, temperature, chemical
composition of the environment, mass transport conditions,
contact with other materials, yFor these reasons, it is very
difficult to predict open circuit potentials and although its
measurement is relatively easy for in-vitro tests, there is only
one reported in-vivo value by Steinmann [87] of 0.2 VSHE. The
open circuit potentials measured in vitro [68,75,88,89], in a
variety of environments (bovine serum, sodium chloride and
phosphate solution with and without proteins) are in the range
!0.5 VSHE to 0.2 VSHE, i.e., close to or within the transition
potential range in Fig. 4. However, the in-vivo measured value
[87] of 0.2 V is a value lying in the transition upper zone.
The electrode potential of an implant may change during time
as a consequence of changes in environment and depending on
mass transport, among other factors. For example, in case of
inflammation, the pH may become more acidic and this can
modify the electrode potential of the implant [90]. In case of
insufficient mass transport, local accumulation of metallic ions
released by corrosion can also alter the pH of the environment
Fig. 4. Plot of the wear coefficients as a function of the CoCrMo electrode potential
established in the contact.
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surrounding the implant and influence its chloride concentration
[91]. In addition, hydrodynamic conditions (e.g., blood flow)
around the implant surface influence mass transport limited
electrochemical reactions.
Rubbing is another key factor affecting the electrode potential.
Indeed, authors testing tribocorrosion of CoCrMo alloys in simu-
lated body fluids [22,68,75,88] found that the onset of rubbing
corresponds to a significant (typically between 0.10 and 0.35 V
depending on solution and load) cathodic shift of overall elec-
trode potential. Fig. 5 shows the typical evolution of the electrode
potential of a CoCrMo alloy during a tribocorrosion tests.
This effect is usually attributed to the removal of surface films
by abrasion leading to an enhanced anodic reactivity of the metal
exposed to the solution and thus to a modification of the
electrode potential. Thus rubbing at open circuit potential can
have two major electrochemical effects.
First, due to the change in potential the corrosion rate outside
the wear track may significantly change. For example Igual
Mun˜oz et al. [89] compared corrosion rates measured at the
corrosion potential by different groups on CoCrMo alloys in PBS
solutions. Despite the large data scattering a trend of decreasing
corrosion rate with increasing potential could be observed
(approximately a factor of two every 100 mV). Thus, rubbing is
expected to enhance the corrosion rate of the hip joint metal
surrounding the contact area. Considering the large area of hip
joints unaffected by sliding, even a small reduction in potential
may results in a significant increment of the overall metal
release into the body. This aspect deserves thus to be further
investigated.
The second effect of rubbing is to accelerate the corrosion rate
(ia in Eq. (2)) inside the wear track through the abrasion of the
passive film. Eq. (2) can be reformulated in order to express the
extent of wear accelerated corrosion as function of geometrical
and electrochemical parameters.
Ecor!Ecþac2bc log Aa=Ac
! " ð6Þ
The applicability of Eq. (6) to the tribocorrosion of CoCrMo
alloys in simulated body fluids is subject to some limitations. The
kinetics parameters (Ecor, ac, bc) can be extracted in principle from
independent electrochemical measurements such as polarisation
cures in the cathodic domain (i.e., for potentials below the
corrosion potential). Those parameters are specific for the type
of alloy and solution composition. Further the experimental
protocol used to measure polarisation curves is another key factor
as evidenced by a recent inter laboratory investigation of the
corrosion of CoCrMo alloys [89]. Here 15 laboratories from
different countries applied the same protocol for measuring
polarisation curves of a given CoCrMo alloy in a phosphate
buffered solution with and without protein. Although repeatabil-
ity within individual laboratories was good, large scattering was
observed among laboratories indicating that experimental proto-
cols as well as data extraction procedures need to be improved in
order to obtain reproducible and reliable electrochemical char-
acterisation of such alloys. The formulation of Eqs. (2) and (6)
presupposes that the cathodic kinetic can be described by a Tafel
behaviour (logarithmic dependence between potential and cur-
rent), a situation not necessarily achieved when two or more
reactions (reduction of water, oxygen or protons occur in the
same potential range. Indeed, some authors [84,92,93] observed
absence of Tafel behaviour while investigating corrosion of
CoCrMo in simulated body fluids In these cases more complex
mathematical relations between current and potential must be
used.
Eq. (6) was graphically represented in Fig. 6 with log ia as a
function of Ec for different values of the Aa/Ac ratio. The cathodic
kinetics parameters were extracted by graphical interpolation
from the polarisation curve from reference Iwabuchi (Fig. 2)
measured on a CoCrMo alloy in Hank’s solution. Fig. 6 can be
used to estimate ia from known contact geometry (Aa is the worn
surface area, Ac the overall sample surface area) and Ec (potential
measured during rubbing at open circuit). Note that these
assumption are valid only when: (i) the worn area is completely
depassivated, (ii) the potential is measured far from the wear
track and (iii) the sample area is larger than the worn area (i.e.,
Aa/Aco1). Unfortunately most of the published papers do not
report all the parameters necessary to estimate ia: only Iwabuchi
[68] reported explicitly the wear track area (Aa¼5.78 mm2) and
the sample area exposed to the solution (Ac¼200 mm2) as well as
the potential measured during rubbing (Ec¼!0.26 VSHE). Con-
sidering these values, Fig. 6 yields a ia value of 10
!4 A/cm2
(equivalent to 1 mm/year penetration rate) for tribocorrosion of
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Fig. 6. Graphical representation of Eq. (6) with electrochemical parameters taken
from reference [68](CoCrMo alloys, Hank’s solution, Ecor¼!0.38 VSHE, ac¼
!2.06 V and bc¼0.35). Numbers in italic indicate the Aa/Ac ratio.
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Fig. 5. Typical evolution of the electrode potential of a CoCrMo alloy during a
tribocorrosion tests in simulated body fluids. Data from reference [68].
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CoCrMo alloy at OCP in Hank’s solution (alumina ball as counter).
This value corresponds well with the wear accelerated corrosion
rate measured at applied potential as discussed in the next
section.
4.4. Wear accelerated corrosion
During tests at applied passive potential the extent of wear
accelerated corrosion can be measured by recording the current
flowing through the metal/electrolyte interface an needed to
sustain the imposed potential. Typically, at the onset of rubbing,
the current increases due do the depassivation occurring within
the wear track (Fig. 7). The excess current can be related to the
material loss through Faraday’s law. This interesting possibility
was however exploited in only few laboratory tests. These tests
involved smooth alumina [19,20] or silicon nitride balls [18]
sliding over CoCrMo alloy samples kept at selected passive
potentials. The tests were carried out using different loads (range
1 to 80 N) and velocities (10 or 20 mm/s). In order to compare
those results it is therefore necessary to use models for rationa-
lizing the different test conditions.
As mentioned in Section 2.2 (Tribocorrosion) several models
exist for describing the extent of anodic current induced by
sliding on passive metals as a function of contact geometry. For
the configurations used in evaluating CoCrMo alloys (metal flat
sliding against polished Al2O3 or Si3N4 balls), the most useful
model is the one corresponding to a flat smooth inert counter
piece sliding over a relatively rough metal. Here we consider that
the hertzian elastic deformation produces a flat macroscopic
contact area. Depassivation occurs thus by plastic deformation
of microscopic asperities contacting the counter body within the
hertzian contact area. This geometry corresponds in principle to
the case C in Table 1. Under this assumption Eq. (1) can be
converted into:
Ir ¼ k*vsFn=RHertz ð7Þ
With kn¼k0 Q/H. The Ir values obtained from the literature
were thus plotted in Fig. 8 against the corresponding factor vs
Fn/RHertz. A linear correlation (with slope k
n of approximately
0.01 mA s/N) is effectively observed as expected form Eq. (7). This
implies also that the physical model taken here is a good
approximation of the real contact conditions. In addition this also
suggest that H and Q do not changes considerably depending on
the specific combination of CoCrMo alloy and solution. Interest-
ingly, the nature of the solution seems to little influence wear
accelerated corrosion. Indeed, the data plotted in Fig. 8 were
obtained in different solution ranging from simple NaCl with or
without addition of proteins to calf serum and DMEM solutions.
This is not surprising since passivation implies the reaction of
water with the metal without direct involvement of other species.
For the practice it is usually better to convert current into
linear corrosion rate Vr, representing the average depth of
material removed by corrosion by unit time, using Eq. (7).
V r ¼MIr=nFrAa ð8Þ
where F is the Faraday constant (96500 C/equivalent), M is the
molecular weight of the alloy (58.6 g/mole [19]), r and n its
density (7.44 g/cm3 [19]) and oxidation valence (2.36 equivalent
per mole [84]), respectively. By combining Eqs. (7) and (8) one
obtains:
V r ¼ k M vsFn=n FrAaRHertz ð9Þ
Eq. (9) can be applied to hip joint contacts assuming that
depassivation occurs in the hertzian contact area. Thus, Aa
corresponds in principle to the hertzian contact area. Taking from
Table 2 a typical load of 2000 N and a typical contact pressure of
30 MPa we obtain for Aa¼65 mm2 and RHertz¼4.55 mm. The
average sliding velocity is typically 15 mm/s. Considering
kn¼0.01 mA/mm2 (slope of the curve in Fig. 8) one obtains
Ir¼65 mA and Vr¼1 mm/year through Eqs. (7) and (9), respec-
tively. This corrosion rate Vr is much larger than the typical
corrosion rates found under static conditions for CoCrMo alloys in
simulated body fluids which is approximately 0.03 mm/year [89].
This large difference is not surprising considering that CoCrMo
alloys are passive under static condition but not necessarily
during sliding when passive films can be mechanically removed.
The above described wear accelerated corrosion approach can
now be compared to simulators results. Run-in wear rates
measured in simulators ranges typically between 10 and 50 mm/
Mcycles [2]. Considering a typical cycle frequency of 1 Hz the
wear accelerated corrosion rate of 1 mm/year corresponds in a
hip joint simulator to a material loss rate of 30 mm/Mcycle, a
value fitting well the wear rates obtained in simulators. In Fig. 9
the wear coefficients measured on simulators were plotted
against the reciprocal value of the hertzian contact radius.
According to the above developed wear accelerated corrosion
model wear should increase linearly with this value. Such a trend
can be indeed observed in Fig. 9 when neglecting one outlier.
Fig. 8. Current enhancement Ir due to rubbing plotted as a function of sliding
speed vs, normal load Fn and Hertzian contact radius Rhertz. Eq. (7) predicts a linear
relationship. Data from references [18–20].
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Fig. 7. Example of evolution of current for a CoCrMo alloy during tribocorrosion at
imposed passive potential in a phosphate buffered solution. Data from reference
[20].
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These observations suggest that wear accelerated corrosion could
constitute a major contribution to the overall degradation of
CoCrMo alloys used in artificial joints. This conclusion needs to be
confirmed by direct measurement of corrosion for example through
simulators tests carried out under imposed electrode potential with
simultaneous measurement of the corrosion current.
However, an exact prediction of the wear accelerated corrosion
rate using Eq. (9) requires the knowledge of a number of factors
that are still ill defined in artificial joints. For example, hydro-
dynamic lubrication and protein boundary lubricants can reduce
the effective load Fn transmitted through asperity contacts and
thus the probability k0 that an asperity becomes effectively
depassivated. Work hardening and tribological induced metallur-
gical surface transformations may significantly, depending on load
conditions, change the hardness H and the deformation behaviour
of the asperities. Temperature changes due to friction heating and
accumulation of metal ions in the solution confined within the
contact may affect the electrochemical conditions and thus the
passivation charge density Q. All these factors are at present little
or not at all understood. Despite these uncertainties Eq. (9)
constitutes a useful tool in order to appraise the mechanism by
which different parameters interact and affect wear. For example,
increasing clearance reduces the contact area Aa and the contact
area radius RHertz: according to Eq. (9) this results in an increase of
wear accelerated corrosion and thus of wear, an effect indeed
observed in practice [2]. As another example, non passive alloys
(passivation charge q¼0) should perform better under tribocorro-
sion conditions, as evidenced by the improved tribocorrosion
behaviour of nitrided CoCrMo alloys reported by Bazzoni et al. [85].
5. Conclusions
This work was initiated with the aim to appraise the merits and
limitations of existing tribocorrosion models and concepts for the
description of degradation of CoCrMo metal on metal hip joints.
The work is based on a review of existing literature reporting
quantitative data obtained through simulator or tribometer studies
on CoCrMo degradation in sliding water lubricated contacts.
Electrochemical measurements necessary to appraise the role of
corrosion in the overall wear process were widely used in trib-
ometers but not, with only one exception, in simulators, which
better reproduce the in-vivo mechanical situation. Electrochemical
parameters had therefore to be extrapolated from tribometer to
simulators using tribocorrosion models. The material degradation
mechanisms considered are the following: corrosion outside the
contact area, mechanical wear and wear accelerated corrosion
inside the contact area [85]. For the latter predictive models based
on idealized two body contact conditions exist [94].
Despite the diversity of experimental conditions and protocols
used in literature some trends could be identified. In particular
this study leads to the following conclusions and remarks:
' Degradation of CoCrMo in water lubricated contacts is critically
affected by the prevailing electrochemical conditions. The
literature data show a wear transition of more than one order
of magnitude occurring above a critical potential range. This
transition is attributed to the presence of a passive film
although the exact mechanisms could not be identified. Despite
this, it clearly appears that improved test protocols should
mandatorily include the control of the electrochemical condi-
tions during tribotesting of CoCrMo in simulated body fluids.
' Corrosion of the CoCrMo implant areas surrounding the con-
tact zone is expected to increase significantly during rubbing.
This effect is due to the galvanic coupling established during
rubbing between the worn area (enhanced anodic oxidation of
the metal following mechanical depassivation) and the sur-
rounding passive metal. As a consequence, the electrode
potential of the passive CoCrMo alloy decreases as confirmed
by the experimental evidence obtained in simulators as well as
using tribometers, where potential drops up to several hun-
dreds of millivolts were reported. According to the existing
knowledge available on corrosion of CoCrMo alloys such a
potential decrease should significantly increase the corrosion
rate and thus contribute to the overall material release from
implants. However, precise measurements of the corrosion
rate in the potential region below the typical corrosion
potentials established in absence of rubbing are needed in
order to assess the effective impact of motion on the corrosion
rate of implants.
' Wear accelerated corrosion due to depassivation of worn areas
is likely to contribute significantly to the overall contact
degradation. Its contribution was evaluated using two models:
the galvanic coupling formalism proposed by Vieira et al. [35]
and the two body abrasion mechanism proposed by Landolt
et al. [31]. Based on fitting of the limited electrochemical data
obtained for wear tests at open circuit potential or at applied
passive potential, both methods yield consistent values of
wear accelerated corrosion of approximately 1 mm/year
(0.1 mA/cm2). For simulators operating at 1 Hz motion fre-
quency this value corresponds to a wear rate of 30 mm/106
cycles, a value in the same order of magnitude than the wear
of CoCrMo hip joints measured on simulators. This indicates
that wear accelerated corrosion constitutes a major contribu-
tion to the overall degradation of metallic implants.
' Despite the simple premises on which they are based, present
mechanistic tribocorrosion models have shown to be useful
tools to appraise chemical aspects of CoCrMo degradation.
Their applicability and limits should be further evaluated
using an extended set of data collected through dedicated
tribological experiments using well defined experimental pro-
tocols. Further, a better understanding of the passivation of
CoCrMo alloys needs to be established over a wide range of
anodic and cathodic potentials representative of the in-vivo
tribocorrosion situations.
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